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Course
Cognitive Neuroscience
Research Methods
Neurophysiology (BOLD)
Appendix: Neuroanatomy

Outline

Course
Specifics
• Spatiotemporal
- Term 1, Tuesdays , 11.00–13.00
- BOURNE-6-02

• Speakers
- Tibor Auer (TA):
CC, Introduction, MRI, Synthesis
office hours: Wednesday, 10am-11am; Thursdays, 12am-13pm
- Marta Correia (MC):

MR-physics

- Szonya Durant (SD):

Behavioural methods, Psychophysics

- Johannes Zanker (JZ): EEG
- Scott Glover (SG):

TMS

Course
Specifics
• Speakers
Tibor Auer
Marta Correia
Szonya Durant
Johannes Zanker
Scott Glover

Course
Aims
• Motivation – To highlight the importance of methodological knowlegde
• Curiosity – To encourage engangement with research methods
• Confidence – To provide an introduction and overview of research methods
• By the end of this course, you should be:
- familiar with the main research methods and understand how they work
- able to justify their application
- able to interpret and critically evaluate scitific outout

Course
Layout
• Lectures
• Demo/lab visits
- EEG
- MRI
- TMS

• Reading
- Course textbooks (various)
- Webpages
- Original research & review articles
- Reading lists will be provided on Reading Lists

Course
Layout
Week Title

Speaker

Topic

2

Introduction and basics of biophysics TA

course layout, neuroscience, methods, BOLD

3

MRI physics

MC

NMR, MRI, MRS, structural imaging

4

MRI: activation (fMRI)

TA

acquisition, preprocessing, and analysis

5

MRI: networks (fMRI, DWI)

TA

functional and structural connectivity

6

Behavioural methods I: Psychophysics SD (Szonya Durant)

7

Reading week

8

Behavioural methods II: Responses

SD (Szonya Durant) reaction times, eye tracking, skin conductance, motion tracking

9

EEG

JZ (Johannes Zanker)

10 TMS & combining methods

SG (Scott Glover)

11 Demo session

TA/SD-JZ/SG

12 Summary and synthesis

TA

measuring a threshold, discriminating stimuli, signal detection
theory

MRI, Eye tracking, TMS

Course
Assessment
• Coursework essay (50%)
- 2500 words
- Coursework deadline: 3 Dec, see Moodle for details

• Exam (50%)
- Two of five questions
- Two hours

Questions?

What is cognitive neuroscience?
What is the aim of cognitive neuroscience?

Cognitive Neuroscience

Cognitive Neuroscience
“Neural correlates of consciousness”

Cogito,
ergo sum.

I don’t think,
therfore I tweet.
I tweet,
therefore I am.

Cognitive Neuroscience
Neural correlates
• Marr's Three Levels of Analysis
- Computational level:
What does the system do, and why?
- Algorithmic/representational level:
How does the system do what it does?
What representations does it use?
What processes does it employ to build and manipulate
the representations?
- Physical level:
How is the system physically realized (implemented)?

David Marr

Cognitive Neuroscience
Neural correlates
• Do neural correlates matter?
- No amount of knowledge about the hardware of a
computer will tell you anything serious about the nature of
the software that the computer runs. In the same way, no
facts about the activity of the brain could be used to
confirm or refute some information-processing model of
cognition." (Coltheart, 2004, p.22)”
↔
- „You need to understand hardware to make better
software” https://codeburst.io/why-you-need-tounderstand-hardware-to-make-better-software530e6ca13f08

Max Coltheart

Cognitive Neuroscience
Neural correlates
• Why neural correlates matter?
- The “computational” level is generally much too vague to be useful – Purely descriptive
- There might be different „algorithms” for the same „computation”, all differing at the “physical” level.

Cognitive Neuroscience
Neural correlates
• Why neural correlates matter?
- The “computational” level is generally much too vague to be useful – Purely descriptive
- There might be different „algorithms” for the same „computation”, all differing at the “physical” level.
- The “algorithmic” and “physical” levels are rarely separable, but transparently linked.

- Time and Clocks: „algorithm” → „implementation” (periodicity)

Cognitive Neuroscience
Neural correlates
Empiricism
• Mental processes reduce to
patterns of associations.
↓
• ’equipotential’ brain
• If anything that the brain can
do it can do just about
anywhere, that rather
suggests that different kinds
of thinking may recruit quite
similar neural mechanisms.

Rationalism
• There might be as many
different kinds of thinking as
there are different kinds of
thing to think about.
↓
• ’topologic’ brain (phrenology)
• If the brain does different
tasks at different places, that
rather suggests that it may do
them in different ways.

Jerry Fodor
https://www.lrb.co.uk/v21/n19/jerry-fodor/diary

Cognitive Neuroscience
Neural correlates
Empiricism
• Different kinds of thinking
may recruit quite similar
neural mechanisms.
↓
• People who are good at the
one thing should then be,
potentially, equally good at
the other.

Rationalism
• The brain does different tasks
in different ways.
↓
• Experts

Jerry Fodor
https://www.lrb.co.uk/v21/n19/jerry-fodor/diary

Cognitive Neuroscience

Marr's Three Levels of Analysis
• The “computational” level is generally
purely descriptive.

How brain works
• Cognitive psychology relies on
„black-box” models

• There might be different „algorithms”
for the same „computation”.

• A certain behaviour can be realized
by many different „algorithms”.

• The “algorithmic” and “physical” levels
are rarely separable, but transparently
linked.

• Understanding neural correlates is
required to understand the
„algorithms”.

Cognitive Neuroscience
• Neural correlates matter → Cognitive neuroscience
- is about how human (and animal) brains work
- seeks to explain cognition/affection/perception/behaviour in terms of neural activity

↓
• We need to establish causal links between neural activity and cognition/...
- We need to measure both behaviour and neural activity.
- We need to link the two.

Linking neurons and behaviour
Levels of description
Overview of methods
Challenges

Research Methods

Research Methods
Why understanding methods matter?
• What can we tell about brain function?
- The interpretation of a study relies on the results provided by the method used
- The result will be constrained by the intrinsic limitations of the method.
What are the limitations of the method?
↓
- Make sure you understand how the methods work and support your hypotheses!
- Don’t automatically accept results unless you understand – and agree with – the approach!

Research Methods
Why understanding methods matter?
• Have the methods been used correctly?
- Many methods are very complicated or indirect → Use and interpretation are not straightforward.
- Frequently methods are used inappropriately because users do not fully understand the details or have
overlooked issues, limitations, etc.
↓
- Don't assume that you did things correctly – be critical also with yourself!
- Always report methods in a transparent and reproducible way! → OPEN SCIENCE

Research Methods
Linking neurons and behaviour
• Criteria (Parker & Newsome, 1998)
1. Behavioural and neural measurements must be directly comparable
2. Neurons must signal relevant information
3. Neural precision must match behavioural precision
4. Neural variability should predict behavioural variability
5. Neural interference should change behaviour
6. Neural signalling of perception should be unrelated to behavioural response used to indicate perception
7. Removal should lead to deficits

Research Methods
Linking neurons and behaviour
• Example: Area MT and motion perception
- MT is a visual area
in primate cerebral cortex
- Responds to visual motion
↓
- Hypothesis: Area MT is involved
in motion perception
- How to test?

Area MT

Research Methods
Linking neurons and behaviour
1.

Behavioural and neural measurements must be
directly comparable
↓
- Neural and behavioural activity are
 recorded simultaneously
 analyzed in directly comparable ways

Celebrini & Newsome 1994

Research Methods
Linking neurons and behaviour
2.

Neurons must signal relevant information
↓
- MT neurons signal relevant information
about motion direction and speed

Albright 1984

Research Methods
Linking neurons and behaviour
3.

Neural precision must match behavioural precision
↓
- Neural motion discrimination threshold in MT is related
to behavioural motion discrimination threshold

Celebrini & Newsome 1994

Research Methods
Linking neurons and behaviour
4.

Neural variability should predict behavioural variability
↓
- Fluctuations in the firing of MT neurons to identical stimuli
should match the fluctuations in observer’s judgment

Speed and direction variances of decoded estimates
of target speed and direction match the variances of
eye speed and direction during open-loop pursuit.

Huang & Lisberger, 2009

Research Methods
Linking neurons and behaviour
5.

Neural interference should change behaviour
↓
- Microstimulation of MT modifies motion percepts

Salzman, Britten & Newsome 1990

Research Methods
Linking neurons and behaviour
6.

Neural signalling of perception should be unrelated to
behavioural response used to indicate perception
↓
- Neural responses in MT are unaffected by motor response

Research Methods
Linking neurons and behaviour
7.

Removal should lead to deficits
↓
- Removal of MT causes deficits in motion perception

Bisley & Pasternak, 2000

Research Methods
Levels of description
• The brain consists of
a hierarchy of structures
- Synapses
- Neurons
- Circuits
- Columns
- Areas
- Networks
Whitmire & Stanley, 2016

Research Methods
Levels of description
• Questions:
- Which level is the appropriate one to
understand cognition?
- How detailed does the description need to be?
- What we can measure?

Level of brain
function(?)

Level of most cognitive
neuroscience experiements

Research Methods
Levels of description
• What we want to know

• What we can measure

• Brain structure

• Structure

- Gross anatomy, connectivity

- Surgery, Autopsy

- Histology

- Staining

- Myelo-/Cytoarchitecture

- Tissue composition, Gene expression

• Brain function

• Function

- Molecular

- Metabolism

- Synaptic transmission

- Transmitter release

- Spikes, Local circuits, Columns

- Electrical activity

- Areas, Large-scale networks

- Blood flow

- Behaviour

- Psychology

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)

Gross magnetic field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

LFP (Local Field Potentials)

Local electric field distribution

Local neuronal activity

Single-unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

Optical imaging (intrinsic)

Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Local blood flow & oxygenation

Optical imaging (voltage sensitive)

Local electric field distribution

Local neuronal activity

Calcium imaging

Calcium ion concentration

Local neuronal activity

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism

Patch clamp

Intracellular voltage & current

Cellular signaling mechanisms

Tract tracing

Tracer uptake

Neuronal connections

Microstimulation

Local depolarization of neurons

Role of disrupted region

Research Methods
Overview of methods – Behaviour
• Psychophysics:
- Infer neural computations
- Based on reaction time and performance

Research Methods
Overview of methods – NMR
• MRI:
- Measuers tissue composition
- Based on their different
magnetic properties

Research Methods
Overview of methods – NMR
• MRS:
- Measures metabolite concentration
- Based on the difference in magnetic properties
caused by diffrences in electron distribution in
different molecules

Auer et al., 2008

Research Methods
Overview of methods – NMR
• DWI:
- Measures tissue architecture (axons)
- Based on the difference in magnetic properties
caused by water diffusion restricted by tissue
architecture

Research Methods
Overview of methods – NMR/BOLD
• fMRI:
- Measures blow oxigenation reflecting neural
activity
- Based on the different magnetic properties of
oxy- and deoxy-haemoglobin

Research Methods
Overview of methods – BOLD
• fNIRS:
- Measures blow oxigenation reflecting neural
activity
- Based on the differences in the absorption NIR
spectra of oxy- and deoxy-haemoglobin

Research Methods
Overview of methods – Electric
• EEG
- Electrical activity of populations neurons

• MEG
- Magnetic field generated by
the electrical activity of
populations neurons

Henson et al., 2011

Research Methods
Overview of methods – Electric
• Single unit recording
- Electrical activity of single neurons

Ludwig et al., 2011, Chapter 6

• Multi unit recording
- Electrical activity of many (~100) neurons

Adibi et al., 2013

Research Methods
Overview of methods – Intervention
• TMS
- Electromagnetic disruption of neuronal activity

• tDCS/tACD
- Modulation of neuronal excitablity (tDCS)
Entrainment of cortical oscillations (tACS)
- Effects depend on direction of current relative to
cortex orientation

DIY

Research Methods
Overview of methods – Metabolism
• PET
- Measures metabolism (macroscopic)

• Autoradiography
- Measures metabolism (microscopic)
14

- Based on radiotracer uptake (e.g. fluorodeoxyglucose) - Based on radiotracer uptake (e.g. C-2-deoxy-d-glucose)

Tootell et al., 1988

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Classification:
- Type (structure or function)
- Link to neural activity (direct or indirect)
- Causality (correlational or causal)
- Spatial resolution (coarse to fine)
- Temporal resolution (fast to slow)
- Sensitivity (low to high)
- Invasiveness (lethal to harmless)
- Complexity (easy to hard)
- Cost (cheap to expensive)

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Type
- Structure
- Both
- Function

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)

Gross magnetic field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

Single unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Type
- Structure
- Both
- Function

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)

Gross magnetic field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

Single unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Link to neural activity
- Indirect
- Direct

• N.B.:
- Neuronal computation
 Units – Neurons
 Currency - Spikes

- Indirect measures of
neural activity are
only meaningful to
the extent they can be
interpreted in terms
of neural activity

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)

Gross magnetic field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

Single unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Link to neural activity
- Indirect
- Direct

• N.B.:
- Neuronal computation
 Units – Neurons
 Currency - Spikes

- Indirect measures of
neural activity are
only meaningful to
the extent they can be
interpreted in terms
of neural activity

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)

Gross magnetic field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

Single unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Causality

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

- Correlation ≠
Causation

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)

Gross magnetic field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

- Response ≠
Representation

Single unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism

- Correlational
- Causal

• N.B.:

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Causality

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

- Correlation ≠
Causation

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)

Gross magnetic field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

- Response ≠
Representation

Single unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism

- Correlational
- Causal

• N.B.:

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Spatial resolution

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)

Gross magnetic field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

- Areas

Single unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

- Columns

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism

- Coarse
- Intermediate
- Fine

• Level of interest
- Networks

- Circuits
- Neurons
- Synapses

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Spatial resolution

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)

Gross magnetic field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

- Areas

Single unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

- Columns

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism

- Coarse
- Intermediate
- Fine

• Level of interest
- Networks

- Circuits
- Neurons
- Synapses

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Temporal resolution

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)

Gross magnetic field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

- Plasticity

Single unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

- Learning

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism

- Slow
- Intermediate
- Fast

• Level of interest
- Development

- Cognition
- Synaptic transmission

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Temporal resolution

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)

Gross magnetic field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

- Plasticity

Single unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

- Learning

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism

- Slow
- Intermediate
- Fast

• Level of interest
- Development

- Cognition
- Synaptic transmission

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Sensitivity (SNR)

http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/
tutorials/image-noise.htm

http://play.fallows.ca/wp/radio/hamradio/signal-noise-ratio-essence-radio

Research Methods
Overview of methods
• Sensitivity (SNR)
- Low
- Intermediate
- High

Method

What it measures

What measurements reflect

Psychophysics

Reaction time & performance

Inferred neural computations

MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

Tissue magnetic properties

Tissue composition

MRS (Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy)

 Metabolite composition

Metabolite concentration

DWI (Diffusion Weighted Imaging)

 Water diffusion

Direction & amount of axons

fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)

 Deoxyhemoglobin concentration

Blood flow & oxygenation

fNIRS (Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy)

Infrared light transmission

Blood oxygenation

MEG (MagnetoEncephaloGraphy)
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EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy)

Gross electric field distribution

Gross neuronal activity

Single unit recordings

Extracellular voltage changes

Single neuron firing rates

MUA (Multi Unit Activity)

Extracellular voltage changes

Multiple neuron firing rates

TMS (Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation)

Disruption of global neural activity

Role of disrupted region

tDCS (Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation)

Modulation of neural activity

Role of modulated regions

PET (Positron Emission Tomography)

Radiotracer uptake

Metabolic rate

Autoradiography

Radiotracer uptake

Local metabolism
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Overview of methods
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Research Methods
Challenges
• Level of observational detail is orders of magnitude coarser than that of neuronal processing
- There are 100,000,000,000 neurons in the brain
- Each neuron makes, on average, 7000 synaptic connections with, on average, 1000 other neurons
↓
- This means there are roughly 700,000,000,000,000 synapses in the brain!
- Connections are not random – form highly organized neural circuits

Research Methods
Challenges
• Level of observational detail is orders of magnitude slower than that of neuronal processing
- Direct measures
 cannot be used in humans (single unit recording, MUA)
 limited in space (EEG, MEG)

- Indirect measures: We can only measure correlates of neural activity averaged over many neurons and over time

Research Methods
Solutions (?)
• Translational Neuroscience
- Across species:

Research Methods
Solutions (?)
• Translational Neuroscience
- Across species:
 Mapping visual cortex in humans
and non-human primates

Larsson & Heeger, 2006

Research Methods
Solutions (?)
• Translational Neuroscience
- Across methods:
 Structural and functional connectivity in mouse

Grandjean et al., 2017

Research Methods
Solutions (?)
• Translational Neuroscience
- Across species ↔ But how can we study “uniquely human” abilities?
- Across methods ↔ Is the methods-to-methods correspondence the same across species?

Research Methods
Solutions (?)
• Plausible approximations
- The brain may rely on a small number of computational units adapted for different purposes
 Columns
 Areas
 Circuits

↔
- But it is also possible that the brain is just “a bag of tricks” and every problem is solved differently.

Research Methods
Take-home message
• Make sure you understand the approach and how it supports the hypothesis!
• Don’t automatically accept results unless you understand – and agree with – the approach!
• Don't assume that the approach is correct – be critical (also with yourself)!
• Always report methods in a transparent and reproducible way! → OPEN SCIENCE

Questions?

Neurophysiology

Neurophysiology
• Neuronal computation
- Units – Neurons
- Currency – Spikes

• Correlates of neural signal
- Pooled synaptic activity (EEG, MEG)
- Metabolic rate (autoradiography, FDG-PET)
- Blood flow (HMPAO-SPECT, ASL-MRI)
- Blood oxygenation level (fMRI, fNIRS)

- Note that all these signals measure some
correlate of average neuronal population
activity not the activity of single neurons!
- This is a fundamental limitation of all
neuroimaging methods.

Neurophysiology
Blood flow
• Weighing brain activity with the balance
- After a stimulus (noise using hand), the balance
inclined towards the head
- Increasing complexity of the stimulus modulated
cerebral blood activity
- Increase in cerebral blood flow was proportional
to the complexity of the cognitive task

Mosso, 1884 (as in Sandrone et al., 2014)

Neurophysiology
Blood flow
• Radioactive Iodinated Serum Albumine
- Picture Memory Test
 During „learning”, an increase in the
occipital area (number 8, 5 and 6).
 During „recall”, an increase in the central
region (areas 3 and 6).

Risberg & Ingvar, 1968

Neurophysiology
Metabolism
• PET
1. PET uses radioactive tracers that
emit positrons (anti-electrons)
2. Positrons collide with electrons
emitting two gamma rays in
opposite directions (annihilation)

3.

3. Pairs of detectors identify coincident
gamma rays, allowing the location of
the annihilation to be reconstructed
4. The intensity of radiation at each
point reflects metabolic rate (FDG)

1.

4.
2.
Langner, 2003 (thesis), Figure 1.2

Neurophysiology
Metabolism
• Word generation
- PET

- fMRI

Raichle, 1998

Neurophysiology
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal
• Active area: ↑ oxygen consumption → ↑ ↑ blood supply (oxygen supply)
- Energy useage by spiking:
 Postsynaptic activity and action potentials
 → Neurotransmitter signalling

Neurophysiology
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal
• Astrocytes plays important role
- Diffusion of local agents and
metabolites (adenosine, K+, H+,
NO) to the vessels
- K+ re-uptake by the astrocytes
→ K+ release to the vessels
- Glutamate re-uptake by the
astrocytes → vasodilatatory
arachidonic acid metabolites
- Direct innervation of the vessels

Adenosine
NO, K+, H+

Glutamate
K+
Arachidonic acid
metabolites, K+

Martin, 2014

Neurophysiology
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal
• MRI signal
- Stimulus : cycles of visual stimulus and rest

time

- Visual cortex: ↑ oxygen consumption → ↑ ↑ blood supply (oxygen supply)
- Oxyhaemoglobin > Deoxyhaemoglobin
diamagnetic
paramagnetic

- Statistics

signal

- ↑ T2*-weighted MRI signal

time

Neurophysiology
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal

- BOLD signal is a delayed and temporally smoothed
representation of the underlying neural activity

signal

• Heamodynamic Response Function (HRF)

 The sluggishness of the signal limits the temporal
resolution of fMRI (seconds)

time

- The delay and smoothing is described by the
haemodynamic [impulse] response function
(HRF/HIRF)
6:1
1:1

 The predicted BOLD response to an instantaneous
neuronal signal
 There is a ‚canonical’ specification of the shape and
delay…
 …however they vary between individuals, across
brain areas and with alertness

6s

16 s

32 s

Neurophysiology
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal
• BOLD vs. Neural signal – Translational approach
- Does BOLD signal
match with local
neural activity?

Spiking rate – Yes

Heeger et al., 2000

MUA (action potentials) – Not always

Logothetis & Wandell, 2004

Neurophysiology
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal
• BOLD vs. Neural signal – Translational approach
- Does BOLD signal match with pooled neural activity?
 BOLD signal and LFP (~EEG) are in good agreement over
the durations of 3, 6, and 12 s, but poorer for the 24-s
stimulus
 Nonlinearities in the BOLD – Neural relationship

Logothetis & Wandell, 2004

Neurophysiology
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal
• BOLD vs. Neural signal
- Synaptic activity reflects primarily inputs and local processing, while spiking (action potetial) reflects output
- BOLD signal reflects local synaptic activity (input and local processing) more than local spiking (output)
- BUT... spiking and local processing are normally closely correlated (Lima et al., 2014)

• Yes or No?

Neurophysiology
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal
• It depends…

Output

- Synapses in cortical micro-circuits can be both excitatory
and inhibitory

Output

Inhibitory
neurons

- Inhibitory synaptic activity could lead to a reduction in
spikes, but an increase in BOLD (“active inhibition”)
- The relationship between neural activity and BOLD depend
on the balance of excitatory and inhibitory neurons
- This balance can change, potentially changing the
relationship between BOLD and neural activity
 Neuromodulation, Adaptation (?)
 Attention, Top-down feedback (?)
 (Vascular mechanisms)

Input

Excitatory
neurons

Weak inhibition
BOLD – spike coupling ++

Input
Strong inhibition
BOLD – spike coupling +? -?

Neurophysiology
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal
• BOLD vs. Neural signal
- We can only measure BOLD, not spiking
- But if the relationship between BOLD and spiking is constant and proportional (linear), then we can:
 Either estimate the HRF and use it to recover the underlying neuronal activity from the BOLD response
 Or use the HRF as an indirect, but roughly proportional, measure of the relative neuronal response

- Keeping the relationship constant is crucial (e.g. attention, breathing, arousal needs to be carefully controlled)

Neurophysiology
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal
• Temporal resolution
- Technical limit – How often you can take measurements (repetition time, TR)
 Limited by the scanner and brain coverage and spatial resolution
 Typically (whole-brain volume with 3 mm isotropic resolution): TR = 2-3 seconds
 New parallel imaging methods can achieve TR of ~0.5 s

- Physiological limit – The intrinsic temporal resolution of the blood flow response (a few seconds)
 Faster sampling can still help in data cleaining

Neurophysiology
Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent signal
• Spatial resolution
- Technical limit – How detailed image you can capture (size of the volume pixel, voxel)
 Limited by the scanner, SNR and safety
 In practice, these factors limit the spatial resolution of fMRI to ~2 mm (at 3T)
 High-field scanners (>7T) and special MRI techniques allow smaller voxels, which is benficial for
more sophisticated approaches (MVPA)

- Physiological limit – The intrinsic spatial property of the blood flow response
 Blood flow changes are more widespread than the underlying neuronal activity (by a few mm)
 Much of the signal comes from draining veins away from the site of neuronal activity
 Some MRI techniques have higher spatial specificity with respect to the sites of neural activity
(Thompson, Correia & Cusack, 2011)

Questions?

House, M.D. Los Angeles, CA: Fox Broadcasting

Appendix: Neuroanatomy

Neuroanatomy
Organization of the central nervous system (CNS)
• Translational perspective: The mammalian brain – „Brainship” Enterprise
Rostral

Caudal

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, Figure 7.22

National Air and Space Museum, Washington DC, USA

Neuroanatomy
Organization of the central nervous system (CNS)
• Translational perspective: The mammalian brain – „Brainship” Enterprise
Rostral

Caudal
Mesencephalon
(midbrain)

Cortex

Spinal
cord

Telencephalon
Diencephalon
(thalamus)

Basal
telencephalon

Rhombencephalon
(hindbrain)

Thalamus
Tectum

Olfactory
bulb

Hypothalamus
Midbrain

Cerebellum

Pons
Brainstem

Forebrain

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, Figure 7.22

Spinal
cord

Medulla
oblongata

Neuroanatomy
Organization of the central nervous system (CNS)
• Translational perspective: Rat and human brain

Third
ventricle

Cerebral
aqueduct

Telencephalon

Telencephalon

Third
ventricle

Cerebral
aqueduct

Fourth
ventricle

Fourth
ventricle

Cerebellum
Medulla
Diencephalon
Diencephalon
Midbrain

Pons

Midbrain

Pons
Medulla

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, Figure 7.23

Cerebellum

Neuroanatomy
Brainstem and Cerebellum
• Brainstem
- Contains the nuclei for cranial nerves III–XII
 Sensory, Motor, Vegetative

- Controls vital body functions
 Cardiopulmonary system (heartbeat, artery tone, breathing)
 Digestive tract (from mouth to part of the colon)

- Sensory-Motor integration
 The midbrain contains important sensory and motor centres
 The pons is closely connected to the cerebellum

Midbrain

Pons
Medulla

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, Figure 7.23

Neuroanatomy
Brainstem and Cerebellum
• Cerebellum
- = „small brain”
 10% of the total volume of the brain
 More than one-half of its neurons
 Well-connected with most sensory and motor areas

- Movement coordination
 Balance, Eye movement control
 Motor planning
 Motor learning

- Acquire, implement and update internal models in general
 „supervised learning machine” (Koziol et al., 2014)
 „a brain for an implicit self” (Vandervert, 2016)

Kandel, 2013, Figure 42-3

Neuroanatomy
Diencephalon
• Diencephalon
- = „between-brain”
- Complex clusters of nuclei
 Motor
 Sensory
 Vegetative
Thalamus
Hypothalamus

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, Figure 7.23

Neuroanatomy
Diencephalon
• Thalamus
- Connected to almost any area of cortex
- Most important relay station for outputs from
and inputs to the cortex
- Involved in regulating sleep and wakefulness

http://www.fmritools.com/kdb/white-matter/complexfibers/posterior-thalamic-radiatio/index.html

Neuroanatomy
Diencephalon
• Hypothalamus
- = „below thalamus”
- ‚Autonomic brain’ – regulates autonomic activities
 Body temperature
 Hunger
 Thirst
 Circadian cycles
 Reproductive behaviour

- ‚Hormonal brain’ – links nervous and endocrine
(hormone) systems via the pituitary gland

Roth, 2011

Neuroanatomy
Telencephalon
• Basal ganglia
- Important for movement control
 Habit learning
 Procedural memory

- Afected in degenerative diseases
 Parkinson’s disease
 Alzheimer’s disease
 Huntington’s disease

Neuroanatomy
Telencephalon
• Limbic system
- Allocortex (phylogenetically more ancient)
- Involved in
 Emotion (recognition & production)
 Motivation
 Memory

Neuroanatomy
Telencephalon
• Cerebrum

Corpus callosum

- The largest part of the human brain
- What most people think of as “the brain”

Grey matter

- Two hemispheres connected by the corpus callosum
- The outer layer is the cerebral (neo)cortex/
gray matter – neurons
- Underneath the cerebral cortex is the white matter
– nerve fiber bundles

White matter

Neuroanatomy
Telencephalon
• Cerebrum – Lobes
- Folds allow larger surface area

Central sulcus
Precentral gyrus

Postcentral gyrus

- Pattern of folds unique to each person
- Gyrus (pl. gyri) = ridge
- Sulcus (pl. sulci) = groove
- Fissure = deep sulcus

Superior
temporal gyrus

Lateral (Sylvian)
fissure

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, p223

Neuroanatomy
Telencephalon
• Cerebrum – Lobes
- Relatively arbitrary divisions
- Cortical areas within each lobe tend to
perform similar (or related) functions

Parietal lobe

Frontal lobe

- Named after the overlying skull bone

Occipital lobe

Temporal lobe

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, p223

Neuroanatomy
Telencephalon
• Cerebrum – Cortical areas
- Ca. 100-150 areas in the human brain
- Defined by having a unique combination
of 3 [or 4] specific characteristics:

Primary motor cortex
(area 4)
Somatosensory cortex
Supplementary motor area
(areas 3, 1, 2)
(area 6)
Posterior parietal cortex
Premotor area
(areas 5, 7)
(area 6)

Visual cortex
(areas 17, 18, 19)

 Physiology (function)
 Architecture (anatomy)
 Connectivity (connections)
 [Topography (maps)]

- Perform different functions, e.g.:
 Primary visual cortex (V1)
 Primary audotiry cortex (A1)
 Motor cortex (M1)

Prefrontal cortex
Inferotemporal cortex
(areas 20, 21, 37)
Auditory cortex
(areas 41, 42)

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, p224

Motor areas
Sensory areas
Association areas

Neuroanatomy
Telencephalon
• Occipital lobe
- The smallest lobe

Central sulcus
Precentral gyrus

Postcentral gyrus

- Separated from parietal lobe by
parieto-occipital sulcus
- Concerned with visual processing
- Calcarine sulcus = V1

Lateral (Sylvian)
fissure

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, Figure 10.10

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, p223

Superior
temporal gyrus

Neuroanatomy
Telencephalon
• Parietal lobe
- Important for

Central sulcus
Precentral gyrus

Postcentral gyrus

 Somatosensory perception
 Multisensory integration
 Spatial vision and attention

- If lesioned
 Visual neglect
 Gerstmann’s syndrome: dysgraphia,
dyscalculia, finger agnosia, left-right
confusion

Lateral (Sylvian)
fissure

 Bálint’s syndrome: optic ataxia, optic apraxia,
simultaneous agnosia

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, p223

Superior
temporal gyrus

Neuroanatomy
Telencephalon
• Temporal lobe
 Superior temporal gyrus = A1

Central sulcus
Precentral gyrus

Postcentral gyrus

 Inferior temporal gyrus
‐ High-level visual processing
‐ Object, place, face recognition

 Medial temporal lobe
‐ Hippocampus: memory
‐ Amygdala: emotion, fear
Lateral (Sylvian)
fissure

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, p223
Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, Figure 18.8

Superior
temporal gyrus

Neuroanatomy
Telencephalon
• Frontal lobe
- The largest lobe

Central sulcus
Precentral gyrus

Postcentral gyrus

- Makes us human
- Makes us grown up
- Functions
 Movement
 Impulse control, judgement, language
production, problem solving
 Planning, executing, coordinating and
controlling behaviour

Lateral (Sylvian)
fissure

Bear, Connors & Paradiso, 2015, p223

Superior
temporal gyrus

